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Learning Goals

• Awareness of ethical issues in software engineering
• Reflection on decision making
• Knowledge of professional codes
• Starting points to dig deeper
• Encouraging students to become comfortable exercising ethical 

discernment in a professional context with their peers.



Medical, Legal, Business, 
Engineering Ethics
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Medical, Legal, Business, Engineering Ethics

• Many fields have well-developed professional ethics
• Basic ethical duty to “hold

paramount the safety, health
and welfare of the public”



Engineering ethics.

Ethics applies and is formalized in many professional fields: medical, 
legal, business, and engineering. 

The first codes of engineering ethics were formally adopted by 
American engineering societies in 1912-1914. In 1946 the National 
Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) adopted their first formal 
Canons of Ethics. 
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Kansas City Hyatt-Regency Collapse



Professional Ethics

Professional ethics encompass the personal, and corporate 
standards of behavior expected by professionals.

First three “professions”

-Divinity,

-Law

-Medicine
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Medicine - Intrinsic

Hippocratic Oath
~450BC
“Do no Harm”
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Law -Extrinsic

Bar regulates behavior
Oath to follow rules 
Malpractice
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Bioengineering Ethics:

• Respect for Autonomy
• Beneficence
• Nonmaleficence
• Justice





http://pages.erau.edu/~kornecka/p
apers/21SSC_ethics.pdf



Why Software Engineering Courses Should 
Include Ethics Coverage?
• Software helps shape, not just reflect, our societal values
• Examples:
• How many cars or rockets are made today that do not depend 

upon critical software for their safe operation? 
• How many bridges are built today without the use of sophisticated 

computer programs to calculate expected load, geophysical strain, 
material strength and design resilience?
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“Update Jun 17: Wow—in just 48 hours in the U.S., you recorded 5.1 years worth of 
music—40 million songs—using our doodle guitar. 
And those songs were played back 870,000 times!“

https://blog.rescuetime.com/google-doodle-strikes-again/



Les Paul Doodle

• Likely designed in days, side project
• Used by users for 5.3 million hours (8 lifetimes)
• Questions: Time sink, lost productivity? Negative or positive net 

contributions to the world? Who should consider cost/benefits? 
Based on what principles?





(Un)Ethical situations



Open Source Maintainers
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https://initiatived21.de/app/uploads/2020/03/alg
omon_denkimpuls_bias_eng_200319.pdf

Algorithmic Bias



Airlines







Therac-25

Bug in software lead to at least 6 deaths
Traced to: 
Lack of reporting bugs
Lack of proper due diligence 
Engineers were overconfident
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Unprofessional

“if a project is running late, the project manager might be tempted to 
cut short the requirements definition phase, hoping to make up for 
some lost time. In order to get the product out the door, developers 
base their testing not on the requirements, but on developer descrip-
tions of how their code will work. The team then delivers the result to 
the customer with possibly catastrophic consequences, such as an 
unusable product, contract cancellation, or lawsuits.”



Ethical Dilemma in Software Engineering

• Mission impossible: when an individual is asked to create or accept a 
schedule that is obviously impossible to meet
• Mea culpa: when staff members must deliver a product that still lacks key 

functionality or has known software defects.
• Rush job
• Not my problem
• Red lines
• Fictionware versus vaporware
• Nondiligence
• Canceled vacation
• Sweep it under the rug
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Professional codes

• Codes for ethical practice
• Identify problems, guide solutions
• Judgement still necessary



IEEE CS/ACM Software Engineering Code of Ethics 
(short version)
Software engineers shall commit themselves to making the analysis, specification, design, development, testing and 
maintenance of software a beneficial and respected profession. In accordance with their commitment to the health, 
safety and welfare of the public, software engineers shall adhere to the following Eight Principles: 
• Public: Software engineers shall act consistently with the public interest. 
• Client and Employer: Software engineers shall act in a manner that is in the best interests of their client and employer, 

consistent with the public interest. 
• Product: Software engineers shall ensure that their products and related modifications meet the highest professional 

standards possible. 
• Judgement: Software engineers shall maintain integrity and independence in their professional judgment. 
• Management: Software engineering managers and leaders shall subscribe to and promote an ethical approach to the 

management of software development and maintenance. 
• Profession: Software engineers shall advance the integrity and reputation of the profession consistent with the public 

interest. 
• Colleagues: Software engineers shall be fair to and supportive of their colleagues. 
• Self: Software engineers shall participate in lifelong learning regarding the practice of their profession and shall 

promote an ethical approach to the practice of the profession. 



Code of Ethics
research shows that the code of ethics does not appear 
to affect the decisions made by software developers.



Break-out room and Discussion



https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/the-code-im-still-
ashamed-of-e4c021dff55e/



Challenge:

How do we apply ethics to a field (Software Engineering) that is 
changes so often?

Remember the Dominos case? The ADA law was written before the first 
website (1990)

To handle this uncertainty about the future, let’s focus on three 
questions we can ask to remind ourselves to focus on promoting 
human flourishing.
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What is Human Flourishing?
According to Harvard’s Human flourishing program: Human flourishing is composed 

of five central domains: happiness and life 
satisfaction, mental and physical 
health, meaning and purpose, 
character and virtue, and close social 
relationships.
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Why Human Flourishing?
• Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “All 

human beings are born free and equal in 
dignity and rights.”

• Declaration of Independence: “We hold 
these truths to be self-evident…”

• Internal Compass

• Faith
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Three questions to promote human flourishing 

1.Does my software respect the humanity of the users?
2.Does my software amplify positive behavior, or negative behavior 

for users and society at large?
3.Will my software’s quality impact the humanity of others?
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1.Does my software 
respect the humanity of 
the users?
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Humane Design Guide
http://humanetech.com
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https://assets.website-
files.com/5f0e1294f002b15080e1f2ff/5f0e1294f002b1f8b2e1f4
82_Design-Guide-Alpha.pdf

“We envision a world where technology is 
realigned with humanity’s best interests. Our 
work expands beyond tech addiction to the 
broader societal threats that the attention 
economy poses to our well-being, 
relationships, democracy, and shared 
information environment. We must address 
these threats to conquer our biggest global 
challenges like pandemics, inequality, and 
climate change.”



Humane Design Guide
http://humanetech.com

Provides a template for considering a piece of software, and asking questions to 
help us arrive at a “humane design”
Consider 6 human sensitivities: Emotional, Attention, Sense making, Decision 
making, Social Reasoning, and Group Dynamics  

Identify Opportunities to improve
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Humane Design Guide
http://humanetech.com

After analysis step, develop plan of action:
1. In what ways does your product/feature currently engage 
Human Sensitivities? 
2. How might your product/feature support or elevate 
human sensitivities?
3. Action Statement
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User Centered Design
User-centered design tries to optimize the product 
around how users can, want, or need to 
use the product, rather than forcing the users to 
change their behavior to accommodate the 
product.

-Wikipedia
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2.Does my software amplify 
positive or negative behavior for 
users and society at large?
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What if… 
https://pair-code.github.io/what-if-tool/
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What if… 
https://pair-code.github.io/what-if-tool/
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Explain “why” to customers
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3. Will my software’s 
quality impact the 
humanity of others?
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Quality has long been 
considered 
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DISCUSSION: What should we do 
going forward?



Summary

• Software engineers face ethical questions regularly
• Most software can potentially cause harm
• Fast decision making under constraints
• Professional codes can guide
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Further Reading

• ACM/IEEE-CS: Software Engineering Code of Ethics 
https://www.computer.org/web/education/code-of-ethics
• Vallor and Narayanan. An Introduction to Software Engineering Ethics 

https://www.scu.edu/media/ethics-center/technology-
ethics/Students.pdf
• CMU 08-200 Ethics and Policy Issues in Computing
• O'Neil. Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases 

inequality and threatens democracy. Broadway Books, 2017.
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https://www.computer.org/web/education/code-of-ethics
https://www.scu.edu/media/ethics-center/technology-ethics/Students.pdf


More cases

• Offshore development
• Experimentation and IRB
• Privacy, Data economy
• Copyright
• Streetview
• Self-driving cars
• Artificial intelligence – super intelligence
• 3d printing
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• https://hackernoon.com/the-ethics-of-software-development-with-uncle-
bob-martin-6f153t2r


